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Augsburg, 02.03.2023 

 

Craftsman relies on PCI product system when laying 'tile on tile 

There's a system to it! 

A tile covering in a car dealership has to withstand a lot: high mechanical 

loads in the showroom area as well as strong temperature differences due to 

sunlight. Additional challenges arise if the job has to be done quickly and 

therefore tile upon tile is laid. High-quality system products and professional 

procedures offer reliability to the craftsman. 

At the A.M.T. Car dealership in Erlenbach, Lower Franconia, a new tile covering was to be 

laid on top of the existing ceramic flooring in a section of the showroom. This was already 

the fifth car dealership with this requirement for Schrank-Fliesen GmbH. Laying tile on tile 

first requires a thorough examination of the substrate. Are there different substrates 

existing? Is the old tile covering intact and professionally laid or does it show damage or 

hollow layers? It must also be checked whether there is an offset, i.e. differences in height 

due to screed fields, and whether joints are cracked as a result. And last but not least, 

installers must also clarify how movement joints can be relocated if the old and new tile 

coverings do not have the same format, as was the case at the A.M.T. car dealership, for 

example. There, new 60 x 60 centimeter tiles were to be laid on top of the 30 x 60 

centimeter tiles. 

Examination of the existing floor 

As he had done before, Volker Schrank, the owner of the master tiling company, contacted 

PCI specialist adviser Peter Scharf and PCI application engineer Richard Rast for a set-up 

recommendation. “We had to take a close look at the existing floor. And that is exactly what 

PCI application technology offers with its consulting service. This is what makes working 

together so valuable to me. I can rely on the recommended structure and product selection. 
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I recently convinced myself in one of the local car dealerships: the tiles are exactly as we 

installed them more than five years ago. Not a single defective spot. That's why I'm 

absolutely loyal to the system," says Volker Schrank. After the joint on-site appointment at 

the car dealership in Erlenbach, he received the installation recommendation with the right 

products and instructions on how to proceed. 

Isolating the substrate 

The prerequisite for reliable tile laying is always a substrate that is clean, free of grease, 

firm, able to bear weight and free of residues on the surface that might impair adhesion. 

The craftsmen primed the substrate prepared in this way with PCI Gisogrund 404, a special 

primer for absorbent and non-absorbent substrates such as ceramic tiles. The PCI 

Pecilastic E isolating membrane, which compensates for tension, substrate deformation 

and temperature fluctuations, was applied to the dried primer. PCI Pecilastic E absorbs the 

movements from the joints and displaces them - and thus has all the necessary properties 

for the subsequent tiling in the car dealership. Another practical feature is the simple and 

fast application: the isolating membrane is ready to use and is bonded directly to the 

substrate. The joints are covered with adhesive tape. Once the adhesive has hardened 

sufficiently, the craftsmen can lay the tiles on it, this was the case at the A.M.T. Autohaus 

after about two days. 

Sufficient number of joints 

The craftsmen used the same adhesive for bonding PCI Pecilastic E as for laying fully-

vitrified tiles: PCI Flexmörtel S1 Flott. Although the flowable mortar replaces the buttering-

floating method, they used the combined method according to DIN 18157-1 in the car 

dealership to improve the adhesion of the large-format tiles. This is necessary for tiles 

larger than 0.25 square meters. For a reliable work result the PCI application engineers 

recommended to plan movement joints at a maximum distance of 5 - 6 meters to allow for 

the thermal linear expansion of the ceramic. This was made necessary by the expected 

solar radiation and the relatively dark color of the tiles. The craftsmen grouted the joints 
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with a width of about four millimeters using PCI FT Megafug. The cementitious grout is 

easy to apply due to its smooth consistency and, like PCI Flexmörtel S1 Flott, is emission-

free according to GEV-EMICODE EC 1 PLUS. Because the tile covering grouted with PCI 

FT Megafug can be walked on after only two hours, the movement and connection joints 

could be quickly closed with PCI Silcofug E elastic and the work completed. 

Proven cooperation 

"Once again, the cooperation with PCI has proven to be very successful. The result is 

impeccable and we were able to carry out the project quickly and without any problems," 

says Volker Schrank looking back. "Even though I am now well familiar with the procedure 

and product selection for the 'tile on tile' requirement, I will contact Peter Scharf and 

Richard Rast also for the next project. In detail, every old floor is different. The expert 

assessment and installation recommendation give me reliability." 
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Images 

 

The craftsmen primed the old covering with PCI Gisogrund 404. (Link to high-resolution photo)  

 

PCI Pecilastic E was used for isolation in accordance with the PCI installation recommendation.  
(Link to high-resolution photo)  

https://pics.pci-augsburg.com/php/index.php?database=1&downloadimage=77286&size=&format=&time=1702594799&check=dcd147630e11ce7a1867f728c4b143ef
https://pics.pci-augsburg.com/php/index.php?database=1&downloadimage=77287&size=&format=&time=1702594799&check=28303f34bd164cd258064cbf72c929a0
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The isolating mats were bonded with PCI Flexmörtel S1 Flott, the joints covered with masking tape. 

(Link to high-resolution photo)  

 

The craftsmen also used PCI Flexmörtel S1 Flott for bonding the tiles, and cementitious mortar PCI FT Megafug 
for grouting. (Link to high-resolution photo) 

https://pics.pci-augsburg.com/php/index.php?database=1&downloadimage=77288&size=&format=&time=1702594799&check=2696ffdc2a295af1ab69ca974d97b48d
https://pics.pci-augsburg.com/php/index.php?database=1&downloadimage=77289&size=&format=&time=1702594799&check=23c6f016677fac200a864f5be1274c38
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Professionally laid with PCI products: The new tile covering at the A.M.T. car dealership in Erlenbach has to 
withstand high mechanical loads and strong solar radiation. (Link to high-resolution photo) 

 

 

 

  

About PCI 

PCI Augsburg GmbH is part of MBCC Group and leader in the tile laying materials sector for specialist firms in 

Germany, Austria and Switzerland. In addition, the company supplies product systems for waterproofing, concrete 

protection and repair, as well as a complete product range for the flooring sector. The PCI Group employs a staff of 

about 1,150 in Europe and generated sales of almost €350 million net in 2022. Further information about PCI on the 

Internet under www.pci-augsburg.de. 

About MBCC Group  

The MBCC Group is one of the leading suppliers of construction chemicals and solutions worldwide and has emerged 

from the carve-out of the former BASF Construction Chemicals business from BASF Group. We offer innovative and 

sustainable products and solutions for the construction industry across different sectors, such as buildings, 

structures, underground construction, new construction, as well as for renovation. Our strong brands Master Builders 

Solutions®, PCI®, Thermotek®, Wolman®, Fire Protectors®, Colorbiotics®, Watson Bowman Acme®, TPH®, Bluey® 

and Nautec™ are well established in the marketplace. With our innovations, we address sustainability challenges in 

the industry. MBCC Group consists of approximately 70 legal entities worldwide and is home to around 7,500 

construction experts in over 60 countries.  

For more information go to: www.mbcc-group.com.  

https://pics.pci-augsburg.com/php/index.php?database=1&downloadimage=77290&size=&format=&time=1702594799&check=7b1d5f506f1516022fb701df0bea6d23
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Press contact: 

Dr. Susanne Herchner 
Manager Corporate Communication and Press 
PCI Augsburg GmbH  
Tel.: +49 (821) 5901-464 
Fax: +49 (821) 5901-540 
E-Mail: susanne.herchner@PCI-group.eu 
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